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Numerical Modelling of Wind Loading on 
a Film Clad Greenhouse 

E. H. MATHEWS* 
J. P. MEYER* 

The reliable prediction of ll'ind loading on film clt1d gtemhouses is essential lo /heir s<!f'<' and 
economic design. /11 this paper lhe numericµ/ modelling of wind /oad1· on a semicirrn/ar _qreenhouse 
is discussed. A'n ou//ine ()/the numerical model and a de/ailed discussion o/boundary am/ turbulence 
modelling are given. Relet'ant 111rhule11c.e etmstant .~ fo r modellin.(/ atmosph<•rir 11irh11/1•11ce a.i wed/ 
as a special grid generation 1edmiq1111 art• i11ves1i9111ed. A parametric .muly of thr effect of R£•.rnold.~ 
number on the wind loading is also prese111ed. Pretlic1ed · 1Pind loads are success/111/y ,·1Jmpared 
wilh p11b/ishcdfull-sca/e measurements. 

NOMENCLATURE 

B constant 
CP pressure coefficient 

C, , C 2, C,., C0 coefficierits in turbulent transport equations 
div divergence 
""' reference height (ridge heigh\ = 3.1 m) 

I turbulence intensity 
k turbulent kinetic energy (time averaged) 
k, surface frictioin:oefficient 
L length scale of turbu,lence 
P pressure 
V velocity (time aver:iged) 

V,., velocity at height 11 ,.r 
x x-direction (horizontal) 
y y-direction (ve~tical) 
z · turbulence property 

Greek sl'IJ1bols 
, et ·mean wind speed exponent 

e dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (time 
averaged) . 

11 effective viscosity (laminar plus tu.rbulent viscosity) 
p density 

er,. er , coefficients in approximated turbulent transport 
equations 

S11bscrip1s 

01her 

ref reference 
t turbulent 

x main flow di~ection 
y perpendiculat to main flow. direcllon 
: turbulenc;:e property (k ore) 

v 
D( )/Dt 

de! opttrator 
sub$tantial derlvativ.e j that is; differentiation fol

lowing the motion or a Auid partide 
vector' qui1ntiiy 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

THE USE of plastic film as . cladding material ·for 
horticultural and agricultural ·greenhouses has rapid'iy 
develop6d,ovcr the:·past 17 years [I]. Unfortunately, film 
clad greerihduses are susceptible to wind damage. To 
ensure not only a safe, 'b.ut also an economical design. 
the cwind loading ort the ptoposeq greenhouse must be 
reliably'predictea at the design stage. 

rBoundary ·1n.yer ~vind tunnels are ~fteh eiilployed to 
.acquire.th nl'!cessary wind Joa'1irtg data. Howi'ver. many 
desigrtt!rs do hot have·access to such tunnels. The's'e tests 
are also labor.ious ahd expensive [2]. It is fu;ther difficult 
to simulate the atmospherii; boundary layer and tur
bulence for complex terrains. 

In · some cases it may be possible .lQ measure wind · 
loading data on full-scale buildings. Hoxey and co
workers [I, 3, 4] for example did extensive measure· 
ments of wind .loading on different types of fuh~scale 
greenhouses. Unfortunately very rew designers have 
access to the sensitive and.expensive 'monitoring equip
ment which are needed for .such measurements. 

Another possibility is to simulate the wind flow and 
the rcsulting\vind loadings numerically. For many flow· 
cases the nuin.etical sollltion of the flow equations can 
produce si[l1ilar results· as the aforementioned pro· 
ccdures. without their disadvarttages [5]. It ishlso v~ry 
convenient to do fjantme tric tudics wi~h computationa'I 
procudl:lrcs. as the boundary condllldns 'Can ea ily be 
chartgctl: . . ' 

Although 1\lunc~ical modelling pf Wihd load · aro nd 
bulldihgs cotlld be ,a ·useful tool for buildihg designer's. 
relatively liule work hus been done in t~ s. field . Some 
re catchers 11 f r'o ' t• ~ nd ci:i-workcrs f6. 7j. Yeung 
and Kdl , [8] and Wilson .and co•workcr5 · [2. 9-1 I] 
have modelled ·flow ~clds around bi1 ildings or models 
of buildihgs, b~t few· hu-ve 'alvcd the rcsllhing wind 
loadings. ,_.In sG)me of the ·papers ,by Wilson . arid co
workers [2, Ip; ·I tl, : p;redic.tcd . wind. loading data are 
'given: Only .buildings with sh11rp corrers are however 
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analysed . As wind loads are less dependent on Reynolds 
number for buildings with sharp corners it was decided 
to investigate the accuracy of numerically modelled wind 
loads around a semicircular greenhouse, where loads arc 
dependent on Reynolds number. The modelling of atmo
spheric turbulence in the proposed procedure is further 
more accurate than the modelling procedure used by 
Wilson and co-workers. IL is also the aim of this paper 
lo describe a grid generation technique that can be used 
to generate a boundary fitting solution grid for a non
rectangular obstruction like the greenhouse. 

2. OUTLINE OF THE MODELLING 
PROCEDURE 

2. \ . Gorer11i11g differential equations 
The partial differential equations thal govern the 

movement of a viscous fluid are the Na vier-Stokes equa
tions and the continuity equation. In the case of incom
pressible flow the Navier-Stokcs equations in vector 
notation arc given by [5], 

DY ,-Pm= -gradP+µv-v (I) 

while the continuity equation in vector notation is given by 

divv = o (2) 

where D/Dt is the substantial derivative, V the velocity 
vector, p the density, P the pressure and µ the effective 
viscosity. 

For the simulation of turbulence in the flow, the k-e 
turbulent viscosity model is employed. The time-mean 
partial differential equation for the transport of the tur
bulence property z, where z can denote either k or e, is 
given by (12], 

(3) 

where µ, = C"pk 2/e is the turbulent viscosity. If the tur
bulence property z in equation (3) is the kinetic energy k, 
the value of C 1 will be equal to unity while the value of B 
will equal l/C2• By substituting the dissipation term e into 
equation (3) the transport equation for e is found. The 
value of B will then be unity. The values of the constants 
a,, ab C", C 1 and C 2 depend on the particular flow being 
investigated and may therefore vary for different flow 
applications. The following set of turbulence constants for 
the atmospheric boundary layer, proposed by Yeung and 
Kot [8], was used for the purpose of this study: 

a,,= 1.0, a"= 1.0, C 1 = 1.54, C 2 = 2.0. 

Numerical experiments by the authors further showed that 
a value of 3 x 10-4 for the constant C,, should be used 
for atmospheric turbulence. 

2.2. Finirc: diffc'rc:nce ec11wrio11s and solurion procedure 
The finite difference equations for the numerical pro

cedure arc derived hy inlcgraling the partial dilTcrcntial 
equations over control volumes surrounding a grid point 
[5). The proposed method is therefore often referred lo as 
a control rnlumc method [I OJ. The finite difference 

equations are derived and solved in a special way. This 
special procedure is referred to as the SIMPLE (Semi
lmplicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) 
procedure. Details of the SIMPLE procedure arc widely 
published [5, 14]. 

2.3. Boundary condilions 
2.3 .1. Upstream co11ditio11s. A power law velocity profile 

is employed lo model the approach atmospheric boundary 
layer flow. The power law is given by [13] 

V(y)/ V,.r = (,r/'1,cr )' (4) 

where V(y) is the mean horizontal wind speed component 
at height y and V ,.,r is the mean horizontal wind speed at 
the reference height '1rcr· The exponent et. is the mean wind 
speed exponent which is dependent on upstream terrain 
roughness. Values of et. for different terrains are widely 
published [l 3]. 

The inflow length scale \'alucs for atmospheric longi
tudinal turbulence L is approximated by the following 
empirical equation [13]: 

L(y) = 151(,r/10)' (5) 

where L(y) is the turbulence length scale in the flow 
direction at height y . This upstream length scale dis
tribution can be described in the numerical model via 
inflow values for F.(y) . The relationship between c(y) and 
L(y) is defined by the following equation [12]: 

(6) 

where C0 is a constant, with value 0.07 for full-scale 
atmospheric turbulence. 

The turbulence intensity /(y) of natural wind at height 
y at inflow can also be approximated by an empirical 
equation, which is given by [13] 

/(y) = (6, 7k.) 1i 2 V,0 r/ V(y) (7) 

where V,0 r and V(y) are the mean horizontal speeds at 
heights h,0 r and y respectively and where k" is a surface 
roughness parameter which is a measure of the surface 
friction coefficient of the terrain [ 13]. As the value of 
k(y) is a measure of turbulence intensity at height y, 
the turbulence intensity can be simulated at inflow by 
specifying appropriate values for k(y). The relationship 
between k(y) and !(y) is given by [5] 

k(y) = 0.5[/(y) · V(y)]2. (8) 

2.3.2. Down- and fi"eestream conditions. If the free
stream boundary is chosen far enough from the obstruc
tion in the flow, it exerts little influence upon the flow 
inside lhc solution domain. Care was therefore taken 
lo ensure that the choice of position of the frcestream 
boundary did not influence the solutions. A zero gradient 
boundary condition was employed for both lhe pressures 
and the velocity components parallel to the boundary. 
No flow was allowed lo cross this boundary. At the 
downstream end of the solution domain. a zero gradient 
condition was used for all the variables. 

2.3.3. Co11clitio11.1· at solid !101111daries. Both normal 
and tangential velocity values arc sci lo zero al solid 
boundaries. The houndary conditions for lurbulcncc 

l 

r 
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Fig. I. Orthogonal grid systems. (a) Rccl<ingular. (o) Boundary 
filling. 

properties near solid walls arc, however, more difficull Lo 
prescribe . The k-r. model is only valid for fully turbulent 
flows. A problem therefore a rises nea r a solid boundary 
where the local Reynolds number becomes very small , 
resulting in laminar flow. This effect is built into the 
turbulence model by means of wall functions. The wall 
functions give a bcltcr description or the shear stresses 
near solid boundaries, resulting in more accurate values 
fork and for tangential velocities near these boundaries 
(I~] . 

2...1 . Co11srrncrio11 of' 1he or1hogo11al gricl 
An orthogonal grid system is needed for the solution 

of the finite difference equations. A recta ngula r grid sy -
tern is usually used (Fig. I a) . The main adva nwgc o f this 
grid is that it is easy to genera le. Ho wever. the grid ca nnot 
accurately describe the boundary or th e greenhouse as is 
shown in Fig. I a . The orthogonal, boundary fitting grid 
system given in Fig. Ibis therefore preferable . 

A fairly simple procedure is used to generate the 
boundary fitting grid . A transformed Laplace equation 
for potential flow is solved in order to esta blish stream
lines for non-viscous flow over the whole flow domain. 
(The solution of the transformed Laplace equation was 
described in deta il in a previous article (l 5].) Per
pendicular Lo these streamlines, equipotential lines are 
calculated and constructed. The complete boundary fit
ting orthogonal grid is shown in Fig. I b. This grid is 
more refined in the vicinity or the solid boundary lo 
ensure an accurate near-wall solution of the Navier
Stokes equations . 

Although the grid generation technique was applied lo 
a regular geometry in this paper, it is also applicable to 
geometries that are not regular. The technique was for 
example used by the authors to investigate the flow fields 
over various aeronautical objects with non-regular 
boundaries. For geometries with many sharp corners it 
may, however, be better to use a rectangular grid system. 
Although the authors have not extended the technique 
to three dimensions, it should be possible to do so . 

3. l\UMERICAL RES UL TS AND DISCUSSION 

3. 1. Th<' example considered 
A semicircular greenhouse was chosen lo show the 

boundary fitting orthogonal grid system as well as to 
illustrate th1: 1 numerical modcl"s ability to predict the 
effect of Reynolds number on the wind loading. Another 
important reason was that l'ull-scalc wind loading 
mcasun.:1m:- nls we n:: ;1\':t ila blc uguinsl whic h the predicted 
vul ucs co uld he c1,mr.an:-d [I j. T he full-scale gree nhouse 
h:1d ;1 rad iu.· or .1 .2 Ill ;111d a lengt h (lr 24.4 111 . It \\'H S 

!-o l ighll~ rcccsscd inw 1he grn und. result ing in ;1 ~pan width 
o f (1 .:l m 11w;1~ 11rcd a t !! l"O und level. . lcasuremcnts were 

taken at mid-length for transverse flow, as this is usually 
the more important case in structural design. Because 
end effects arc small al mid-length for this example, a 
two-dimensional computational approach was assumed 
sufficient. l t was further reasoned that the lime-inde
pendent Na vier Stokes equations would be applicable, as 
the averaging time for measurements was long, namely 
240 s (I]. 

3.2. Results 
A computer program based on the theory discussed 

was developed and implemented on a HITACHI PS7/83 
mainframe computer. All the solutions generated by the 
program were obtained with successive refinement of grid 
size, that is reduction in spacing between grid nodes in 
the x- and y-dircctions . When solutions were observed lo 
be unaffected hy further rc!incmcnts, they were presumed 
lo he grid independent. The grid was more refined in the 
vicinity of the greenhouse (Fig. I b). A grid independent 
solution was found for a 36 x 40 grid. Typical calculation 
times for such a grid were in the order of 500 CPU 
seconds . The physical dimensions of the solution domain 
were 60 x 64 m . 

As full-scale measurements by Hoxey and Richardson 
[I] were done in open country, corre po nd ing boundary 
layer profiles for veloci ty and tu rbulence pro perties were 
simulated in the numerica l procedure. Va lues of0.15 and 
3 x 10-3 were respectively used for er: and k., in equations 
(4), (5) and (7). 

A parametric study of the influence of Reynolds num
ber on wind loading was done. The reason for this study 
was twofold. Firstly to illustrate the dependence of wind 
loading on Reynolds number for the example considered 
a nd secondly to show the versatility of the computa tional 
technique. Fo r th is part icular study numerical pre
diction arc more a dvantageous than wind tunnei testing, 
as it is difficult lo simula te full-sca le Reynolds numbers 
in a wind tunne l. Pa rametric Lud ies o f Reynolds number 
are therefore not really a practical proposition in a wind 
tunnel. Results of the computa tional pa rametric study 
are shown in Fig. 2. It ca n be seen Lha t a t Reynolds 
numbers higher than I x I 01

', the pressure coefficients, 
therefore wind loading data a rc independent of Reynolds 
number. An inflo w velocity of mo re than 5 m/s measured 
at the reference height is therefore necessary to ensure 
tha t wind loading is independent of Reynolds number. 

The numerically predicted and measured [I] mean 
pressure coefficient distribution for transverse flow and 
for high Reynolds numbers arc shown in Fig. 3. A good 
agreement bet ween measured and predicted values is 
observed. One reason for the discrepancy between mea
sured and predicted coellicients a t the back of the green
house is that it deforms to re lieve the pressure forces 
acting on it. This will o r co urse change the wind loading. 
The clTcct of deformat io n was no t Lil ke n into account in 
the compulalional procedure. However, the predicted 
pressure cocflicicnts arc or suflicienl accuracy for struc
tural design purposes . The data were further generated 
al a rraction of the cost or rull-scalc data . 

Flow separation was predicted al a x /span-posilion of 
0.78 while the measured position was 0.67 (sec Fig. 3 
where the slope or the pn;ssurc distribution approaches 
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Fig. 6. Predicted non-dimensionalized turbulence length scales (L/h,.r) at different positions in the flow 
domain. 

zero at the back of the greenhouse). The reason for this 
discrepancy could also be the deformation in the exterior 
profile of the greenhouse at high wirids. 

An important advantage of numerical modelling over 
measurements is that complete information of all the 
relevant variables are available over the whole flow 
domain. In Figs ~6 for example, values for horizontal 
velocities. turbulence intensity and turbulence length 
scales at different positions in the flow domain are shown. 
Figure 4 clearly shows the extent of the greenhouse' s 
influence on the surrounding flow field. 

The work described in this paper could in future be 
extended to compute the effects of flow over parabolic 
sections through the greenhouse . This would give some 

indication of the preferred orientation with respect to the 
prevailing wind direction . 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A brief outline of a computational procedure, which 
was used to compute the wind loads on a film clad, 
semicircular greenhouse, was presented. Some com
putational results were discussed. The accuracy of com
puted wind loading data was found to be sufficient for 
structural design purposes. It is concluded that for many 
flow situations, numerical models could offer an attract
ive alternative lo windtunnel or full-scale tests. 
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